The (0,O) band of the red emission system of the diatomic molecule niobium nitride (NbN) has been rotationally analyzed and found to ark from an A%,X'A, transition. Constants for the two states have been determined including the magnitude of the spin-orbit coupling constants in spite of their strong numerical correlation: The electronic states involved belong to case (a) coupling and no satellite bands are observed. That these results are consistent with those of similar molecules such as ZrO and TiO is verified. The asymmetry of the energy separations of the three subsystems %J,-~A,, 3@r-3A2, and 3@p,-3A , probably has its main origin in the perturbation of the X3Ar(5a4dS) substate by the low-lying 'A state of the same electronic configuration. A signihcant line broadening for Jz 60, particularly in the '&-'A, (0,O) subband, has been found. It is attributed to A doubling or hyperfme broadening due to spin uncoupling but has not been definitively analyzed at this time. No localized perturbations have been found in any of the subbands.
I. INTRODUCTION
The spectra of transition metal nitrides, oxides, and sulfides show a number of interesting features:
-A large number of close-lying electronic states, arising from unpaired metallic d electrons, and whose relative positions are impossible to calculate by ab initio methods.
-The high multiplicities of these states, which is a problem in itself, but also because these high multiplicities coexist with lower ones giving rise to two sets of disconnected electronic states; a major problem is to determine the relative positions of these two sets, in the absence of intercombination bands, since the relative positions cannot be theoretically calculated. Thus many electron configurations compete to yield the ground state: the (5sa24dQX2A assignment of Uhler in NbO (I) has been abandoned in favor of the (5su4dSz)X42 symmetry with hypefine structure (2) ; the X42 hypothesis of Akerlind in ScO (3) has been replaced by the (4sa)X21;(b,) model (with hfs) (4, 5) . Both of these examples represent a change of hypothesis only about the lowest state. In the case of ZrO, where singlet-singlet and triplet-triplet transitions are simultaneously observed, there is also a problem of choice of the ground state between the lowest singlet, (5sa2)'Z, and the lowest triplet, (5sa4d8)3A, states. Recent studies (6) show that a relation may exist between singlet and triplet states which provides a preference for the singlet as the lower of the two.
-A nuclear hyperjine structure which complicates the study of the odd Z-metal molecules, but which sometimes is definitive in the choice of symmetry for the states, as seen above for NbO and ScO. This extra feature can lead to very interesting information about the chemical bonding in the molecule (2) .
Simple models that explain most of the experimental observations have been discussed: one of them, based on the simple concept of electron transfer from metal to oxygen, nitrogen, or sulfur, was reported by one of us (5) . This model is only approximate but in some cases (see, for example, the pure precession effect between the (4p7r)A211 and the (4pa)B22 states of ScO (7, 8) ) numerical results show a surprising degree of coincidence with it, thereby validating a highly localized approximation despite its oversimplification (9) .
Niobium mononitride is distinguished because of the presence of many of the above features in its spectrum. It is also worth noting that solid NbN is an excellent superconductor at an Nb:N ratio of 1: 1 (its critical temperature is 16 K) and the study of its "monomer" in the gas phase represents the first step of a possible cluster study which may lead to a better understanding of the electronic behavior of the species.
The first reported spectrum of NbN was that observed in 1969 by Dunn and Rao (10)2 who described the A36X3A system in the red region. Infrared absorption work in an argon matrix by Green et al. (1 I) did not bring any confirmation or invalidation of the ground state symmetry but LIF studies (12) support the assignment of the ground state as X3A. A numerical analysis of the red system, which is summarized in Section V of this paper, was made in 1975 (13, 14) and pointed out the regular nature of both X3A and A3+ states. No report on singlet states or systems has yet been published so that the problem of the relative energies of the (5~4dS)~A and the (5sa')'L: states still exists.
Hyperfine structure is a dominant feature of the NbN red system. This is not surprising because natural z:Nb has a nuclear spin of 9/2 with the largest magnetic moment of any known nucleus (6.1435 nuclear magnetons). The important hyperhne structure observed in the A3+-X3A system of NbN has been studied by Femenias et al. (15). It confirms the large contribution of an s electron centered on the metal atom in the X3A state; it also requires a significant hyperhne interaction in the A3+ state (which is one of the very few cases where it has been observed in an electronically excited state with grating resolution; see also HgH (16), CN (I 7), and BiO (18) .
A recent publication by Pazyuk et al. (19) suggests a different analysis and presents both A3@ and X3A states as inverted.
The aim of the present paper is multiple:
-First, we would like to show that the conclusions of Ref. (19) are not physically or numerically grounded (Section IV).
-Second, we would like to point out, in this special example, the possibility of determining separately highly correlated parameters such as spin-orbit constants in case (a)-case (a) transitions (Section V).
-Third, we present a complete set of molecular parameters which allow an independent description of both the X3A and the A3@ states. These values represent more than an improvement over the earlier results of Ref. (10) since they lead to a satisfactory comparison with similar molecules and they give some ideas on the neighboring states of A3+ and, above all, of X3A (Section VI).
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Niobium nitride, NbN, was obtained in a how system from the reaction of NbCls vapor and active nitrogen (and also "N2) in a 2450-MHz microwave discharge (power -100 W) using helium as the supporting gas. The red system is easy to generate; it is very intense and only traces of nitrogen from residual air in a bad vacuum apparatus are sometimes sufficient to obtain it; this can be a problem in the study of the spectrum of Nbo (20) .
The spectra were photographed on Kodak 103aD, 103aF, and PanX plates and films, on a Jarrell-Ash 3.4-m Ebert spectrograph with a 300 lines/mm grating blazed in the first order at 57 000 A.
In order to study the very different features of the (0,O) band of the red A3@X3A system (the very intense and crowded parts of the Q heads, as well as the weak resolved hyperline components of low-J lines and the broadening of the weak high-J lines in the 3+z-3Al (0,O) subband), the system was photographed in the 9th, lOth, and 1 lth orders with slit widths ranging from 20 to 50 pm. Exposure times varied from 10 to 30 min but some weaker features required 60-90 min. In the red system, the resolution was about 500 000 and the reciprocal dispersion was approximately 4 A cm-'.
The wavelength calibration was a thorium discharge tube powered by the same generator as the NbN source. Because of the extent of the A3+-X3A (0,O) band (16 OOO-16 900 cm-', i.e., 5900-6250 A), it was not possible to photograph it on a single plate at high resolution so that independent calibrations were made for each subband, e.g., in the region of the 3@ 4-3A3 and 3@3-3A2 (0,O) subbands (5900-6 100 A), the thorium source gave more than 90 atomic lines of which around 70 were good for calibration. In each case these lines were fitted to a fourth-order polynomial with a standard deviation which did not exceed some thousandths of angstroms.
The wavelengths of the molecular lines were interpolated from this polynomial and converted to vacuum wavenumbers. Final errors in the molecular line positions are estimated as _+O.Ol cm-'.
III. APPEARANCE OF THE EMISSION SPECTRUM: THE RED A'* + X3A SYSTEM
Under low resolution, the emission spectrum ( Fig. 1) shows an intense vibrational sequence in the red. Less intense bands are observed in the yellow, the green, and the blue; the more intense of them are around 5740, 5840, and 5860 A (12) . All of the bands observed in the spectrum, so far, are degraded to lower frequencies.
As noted above, the red system is interpreted as the (0,O) sequence of the A3cP-3A transition. At high resolution (Fig. 2 and Ref. (I5) ), this part of the spectrum shows a number of features which confirm this hypothesis:
First, this system obviously looks like a triplet (case (a))-triplet (case (a)) transition except for an evident inequality of the subband separations, which is not surprising for such a molecule: one observes the same phenomenon in MoN (21) and NbO (20) and this indicates a strong perturbation of one of the states, or both of them.
Second, it was verified that P, Q, and R branches appear in each subband without any observable A doubling, which suggests that in the states involved, the internuclear axis component of the electronic orbital momentum, A, is greater than unity.
Finally, an important hyperfme splitting is observed (10, 15) in both the 3+4-3A3 (0,O) and the 3+~-3AI (0,O) extreme subbands which lie, respectively, around 5930 and 6 190 A; no hyperfme splitting is visible in the center 3+3-3A2 (0,O) subband around 6040 A. This hyperfme effect is observed only for low-J lines (R lines and some Q lines at grating resolution) and decreases rapidly with increasing J as expected for (as) coupling cases (2, 20) . The study of this hype&e splitting (15) showed good agreement between the experimental observations (line position and intensity) and the theoretical calculations using a 3+(aa)-3A(as) model. The dominant phenomenon is the magnetic Fermi contact effect in the ground X3A state which confirms the 5su4dS electron configuration of this state.
It is worth noting that a systematic broadening of the lines appears in the 3+'2-3A, (0,O) subband as J increases and is clearly visible in all branches at J -70 at grating resolution. This broadening is obvious in the R branch before the R bandhead, i.e., for 60 < J < 70. Because of overlapping and decreasing intensity, it has been impossible to study this effect quantitatively at this time. The broadening seems to be accompanied by a significant decrease in intensity (Fig. 3a) . In the P branch (Fig. 3b ) the structure is less crowded than in the R branch and, despite overlapping of the A39z-X3A, (1,l) subband, P lines of the (0,O) band are clearly observed up to J s 70; the broadening is obvious for J E 60. When J increases to 70, the linewidth increases up to three times the "standard" rotational linewidth, i.e., three times the width of a line at J -30 where the hyperlme splitting is insignificant. The overlapping A3cP2-X3A, (2,2) subband hinders any further observation for J > 70. In the Q branch (Fig. 3c) observation can be made up to J -80 and the Q linewidth increases to more than three times the "standard" linewidth at this stage.
No localized perturbation was observed in the A39-X3A (0,O) band of NbN. This is important for the validity of the numerical approach used below (Section V).
IV. CLASSICAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION ON REGULARITY OF THE STATES
The frequencies of the lines in the A3%X3A (0,O) band of NbN are given in Table  I . The low-J P and Q lines are very difficult to pick out in the crowded regions of the subbandheads; the determination of their wavenumbers necessitates a sub-Doppler study, especially in the 3'Pz-3A1 and 3+'4-3A3 subbands where these regions are complicated by the large hyperfme splitting. Despite the high quality of the spectrum, in the regions of low-J R lines, the line wavenumbers cannot be given for the lowest J values because of hyperfine splitting, except in the 3+3-3A~ (0,O) subband where this splitting is not observed and where the wavenumbers of the R lines are precisely measurable from the lowest (J = 2) value.
A first rough analysis can be made considering each 3@.n+3Arr, subband as an independent singlet-singlet transition. The absence of observable A doubling in these (1) In order to use all the information given in Table I , especially in the Q branches whose lines can be measured to higher J than the P or R branches, the combination Note. Experimental uncertainties are estimated as 0.01 cm-'. A, bh: line blended with an atomic line or n a bandhead reeion: hfs: no value because of large hvoerline sulittine. All units are recinrocal centimeters. relation method was not used and, despite the simplicity of the theoretical model, the experimental data were reduced using the well-known direct approach (14, 22) . It is impossible to determine the vibronic energies (TO) of all substates; one can only obtain the differences vntnt = T&t -Ton between these origins, where the subscripts Q' and 52" represent, respectively, the upper and lower Q value in the transition.
The results are summarized in Table II . The standard deviation obtained when recalculating the lines with these parameters is 0.009 cm-', which corresponds to the estimated uncertainty. This may be considered a test of good fit.
At this point, we need to point out some important details: First, we remark that the preceding classical procedure is simple and efficient. Thus, it is not spoiled by any problem of the Hamiltonian model and it is independent of the assignment of any other band. The standard deviation obtained is a proof of the validity of the choice of the term energies; the accuracy of the results (see Table II) can be compared with advantage with Ref. (19) . The trace invariance of the 3+ and 3A rotational Hamiltonian operator under a similarity transformation gives the real B and D values of both states as simple averages of the Bti and D,R values of the spin components (23, 24) . The results of this calculation are given in Table III and show a very large difference with the values of Ref. (19) .
Second, as shown by hyperfme studies (15), the contribution of an s electron in the X3A ground state is obvious and important; this leads, of course, to a good (~a)6 approximation of the ground state wavefunction (which is identified, as seen above, with essentially 5~~4~8). This determinantal approximation yields the regularity of the X3A ground state because, in such a case, the spin-orbit parameter A* is identical to the positive quantity a&/2, where ad is the monoelectronic spin-orbit parameter in the Hamiltonian form Hso = Zi ai&, and is analogous to the positive atomic E parameter (25) . The differences i&W given in Table II show that the regularity of the X3A state yields that of the excited A3iP state. However, a similar reasoning can be made for the A3+(7rS) state, which leads to the positive value (a,/6 + a&/3) for A*. We shall use below this expression for A+, but one must keep in mind that the deter- Note. Evaluation of the spin-orbit parameters A. and AA of the same levels of NbN from Table IV . This set of parameters is used as a starting set for the nonlinear (direct approach) fit leading to the results given in Table VII . All units are reciprocal centimeters.
minantal approximation of A% is not as simple as that of X3A because of the expected mixing, inter alia, of 4dMd?r and 4dS5p and other possible configurations.
Thus the discrepancy between the present results and those of Ref. (29) for the B and D parameters of both states could have its origin in the fact that X3A and A3+ are not inverted. An alternative assignment of the supposed "satellite bands" (19) has been proposed (22) but is beyond the scope of the present paper; this will be published later. In fact, after these qualitative suggestions, we now need more quantitative proposals: two possibilities are offered, and they are our third and fourth points.
Third, a very simple and usual way to roughly predict the magnitude of spectroscopic constants is the comparison with other ("similar") molecules. In our case, the concept of "similarity" is very wide because we only need molecules in which the two open shells are essentially metallic and of the same symmetry as those of consideration in NbN, i.e., (n + 1) sand6 for 3A and ndhzd?r or nd@n + l)p?r for 'a. Simple scaling using a convenient ratio of atomic metal t(d) values (26) can give a reasonable evaluation ofA#IbN) from the value of the same parameter in the corresponding "similar" molecule. The same procedure canbe attempted for A*, assuming in this case a pure ndhd?r configuration in both molecules. Evaluations of A* and A* for NbN from ZrO and TiO data (27) are given in Table IV. Fourth and finally, there exists a different "internal" way to assess if an electronic state is regular or not and to estimate the value of its spin-orbit parameter. It follows from the formula first derived by Mulliken (28) and which can also easily be derived from Eq. (2) where B&max) is the larger value of B,E among the three substates, which is always associated with the upper substate, and B&min) is the lower one associated with the lower substate. If, as in our case, the larger (resp. lower) Bef is assigned to the Q = A Noze. When the value of the spin-orbit parameter is available together with the BeB values, Eq. (3) is used in order to check its validity (ZrO: X'A and A%; TiS: X3A).
a Data are from Ref. (27) , except for YF (29) . All units are reciprocal centimeters.
+ S (resp. Q = A -S) substate, then the electronic state under consideration is regular. This remark yields the algebraic form for triplets:
This formula is valid when the electronic state is near an (a) coupling case with a possible slight (b) tendency (spin uncoupling). Case (c) tendencies must be very weak if one requires a reasonable quantitative evaluation of A.
Of course such a formula may also be applied to "similar" molecules where only Beff values are available, in order to obtain their spin-orbit parameter A; the same scaling procedure by t(d) values as above has been used to obtain the evaluation of the A parameters in NbN. The estimates of Aa and Ag for NbN from NbN itself, YF, and ScF are given in Table IV.3 Rough evaluations of the spin-orbit parameters of NbN are thus easily available (A, -200 cm-' and A* -300 cm-') which confirm once again and quantitatively the regular nature of X3A and A39.
It is now necessary to endeavor to obtain more accurate values of these parameters.
V. DETERMINATION OF THE SPIN COMPONENT SEPARATIONS (a) Some Introductory Remarks
The knowledge of the spin component separations in an electronic multiplet is of great physical and chemical interest. In a case (a)-case (a) transition, the absence of satellite bands makes their determination difficult. However, in practice, no case (a) coupling is pure and spin-uncoupling effects produce deviations from the pure case (a) expressions of the energy which increase with J and which depend on the ratio B/A. These deviations are the origin of the formula (3); numerically, their characteristic behavior as a function of J sometimes may allow a determination of A. One may argue that parameters such as A are highly correlated in a case (a)-case (a) transition. But, first, B' and B" are also highly correlated (30) and are the most precisely determined molecular parameters, which shows that correlation is not the unique criterion for parameter determination. Second, in spite of appearance, the exact significance of correlation is not clearly established (31) ; this latter discussion is beyond the scope of this paper and will be published later.
Our method is a simple direct approach procedure (1#,22), using rotational Hamiltonian operators for triplet states (A > 1) as given in Table V (24, 32) . The slight differences between our matrix and that of Veseth (24) lie in the choice and the definition of the independent parameters; the correspondence is given in Table VI and our notations are visualized in the '@(case (a))-3A(case (a)) transition diagram of Fig. 4.4 The starting parameters are those given in Table III and the results of this leastsquares fit are summarized in Table VII .
(b) The Numerical Procedure
Before analyzing these results, we want to dwell upon the fact that many precautions were taken in order to check their numerical validity. More details about this study are given in Ref. (14); we only summarize it here. A number of synthetic 39-3A transitions were studied following the technique of Albritton et al. (30) , all of them being calculated with parameters of the same order of magnitude as those of NbN (see Tables III and VII) . Three main empirical conclusions are to be noted:
(i) If AJ and p (see Table V ) are not introduced in the original set of parameters, the other parameters are correctly reproduced by the least-squares fit. Of course the spin-orbit parameters are determined increasingly badly when one increases the artificial Gaussian uncertainty of the synthetic spectrum: the uncertainty hides the spinuncoupling effects in B/A which allow the separate determination of the A's. With an uncertainty of the order of magnitude of our experimental one, the spin-orbit A's are fairly reproduced.
(ii) Very drastic problems arise when AJ and/or p are introduced in the original set of parameters, and in such cases, partial "by hand" grid searches are necessary to force the convergence. However, it turns out clearly that in such cases a correct fit is impossible without AJ and/or p. The logical contraposition of this sentence is the following: "if a correct fit can be obtained without AJ and/or p, then AJ and/or p are negligible." At first glance this statement appears to be a truism. A simple example may convince an nns of 0.012. The uncertainty in each parameter is less than 15 times the corresponding standard deviation in order to obtain a confidence probability of 95%.
the reader that this is not the case: consider the A'II state with a large centrifugal stretching on A (AJ) and a negligible spin-rotation effect (7); a numerical study of this state with a Hamiltonian model including y but not AJ will lead to a satisfactory fit and to the physical conclusion that the spin-rotation effect is important, which is not correct. The correlation between y and AJ enables one effect to be entirely absorbed by the other one. In our present case it is clear that the effects of AJ or p in the states of interest are numerically original and that if AJ and/or p are not numerically necessary then they are physically negligible.
(iii) Finally let us point out the fact that our synthetic data are ideal in the sense that only a Gaussian uncertainty affects them. No systematic errors were introduced nor, above all, were perturbations. A trial calculation was made with the experimental data of the C3A-X3A (0,O) transition of TiS (33)' where the upper spin components C3Al and C3Az are slightly perturbed. We verified that the calculated spin-orbit constants ranged from no less than 400 to 50 cm-' (instead of the real values -46 cm-') in the successive tests made by progressively eliminating the perturbed data. In such a case, a classical technique (33) is necessary in order to correctly guide the numerical approach.
(c) Results from the NbN Experimental Data (Table VII) A very good standard deviation (0.012 cm-') is obtained without AJ or p in both states. With the introduction of the AJ'S the standard deviation improves slightly (0.0 11 cm-') but p parameters have no effect: thus we obtain the order of magnitude of both A;s and we conclude that p parameters are negligible in both states.
Compared to the standard deviation obtained with the very flexible "effective" analytic model (Eq. (1): 0,009 cm-') such stklard deviations appear as very good results. The slight differences with the preceding standard deviation is clearly attributable to the rigidity of the more rigorous matrix model (Table V) .
The spin-orbit parameters Aa and A& are less important than expected (see Table  III ) but the orders of magnitude are good. They are "fairly" determined when one considers the circumstances of such a calculation (case (a)-case (a) transition and correlation coefficient of A* and A* very close to 1, more precisely, 0.99999). In fact several details need to be pointed out: there are 571 rotational lines from J = 1 to J = 88 with a good grating accuracy and without evidence of any perturbation or systematic deviation; the values of A+ and AA are large, together with values of B/A which lead to noticeable spin-uncoupling deviations. With the fact that the correlation coefficient between A* and A& is not strictly 1, these details enable one to understand the statistical explanation of such an apparently surprising determination (31) . The relative positions of the spin components in the A3@ (v = O)-X3A (u = 0) transition of NbN are represented in Fig. 4 . As can be seen, the central shifts S are not very important (for comparison see the cases of NbO (20) and MoN (21)), but are opposite in each state thereby leading to a more drastic effect in the spectrum.
The values of the B and D parameters are very close to those expected (Table III) one standard deviation. However, the evidence of systematic deviations in the residuals of this last direct approach-but not in the preceding "effective" one-points out that there is a lack of normality in the statistical distributions. This effect probably arises from what we called the "rigidity" of the matrix model of Table V . More precisely, this classical model fails somewhat in reproducing the interactions with other electronic states. This issue will be dealt with, and partially corrected, in the next section.
The main effect of this lack of normality lies in the evaluation of the confidence intervals for the parameters. The usual 3 standard deviations should be replaced by 15 standard deviations when the number of parameters is -10 (here we have 9 to 13) with a confidence probability of 95% (31) . The uncertainty in the spin-orbit parameters is thus -1 cm-', a remarkably small value when one considers their correlation. The uncertainty in the rotational parameters is 0.0003 cm-' which is a relatively large one. This can physically be explained by the large influence which the 'A state has on the X3A state (and probably the effect of '@ on A3+-see next section): this source of case (c) tendency is not taken into account by our Hamiltonian matrix model (Table V) so that the fit is partially inadequate and leads to a bias on all of the parameters. On the other hand, comparison of the values of the "effective" and the "matrix" approach shows that the need of a more sophisticated matrix model is not imperative at this time.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this section, we would like to initiate some explanation of the asymmetries found in both X3A and A3+ states of NbN. Note that such asymmetries were also found in the similar states of ZrO and TiO (27) .
Such effects are caused by a second-order spin-orbit interaction with neighboring states: they are AQ = 0 perturbations which give rise to case (c) tendencies (very slight ones in the present case). With the addition of the AA = 0, &l rule, a number of possible perturbing states can be found for each of the X3A and A3Q states. However, this number can be reduced if one takes advantage of the most probable electron configurations of these states.
The Ground X3A(5sa4d6) State
For brevity, the ground X3A(5sa4dd) state can be represented by the following determinantals:
The last member of this set is given by the orthogonal 'A2 state It is readily verified spin-orbit operator 'AZ -Jz -!_ (a -US). 
where the 'II state arises from the Ssa4du configuration and &r appears in 3JrI, = a J_ (au f a%).
(8)
The parameter a6 is the monoelectronic spin-orbit coefficient associated with the d6 electron (25) . From this calculation, it is clear that X3 A can only be perturbed by ' A( 5su4d6) and/ or 311 or 'II(5wIdr). For example, the rovibronic energies of each spin component (U = 0) can be calculated as
where AE is the energy distances of the perturbing states (positive if this state is above the perturbed X3A state). Because of the number of unknown quantities, one must assume that there is a unique perturbing state. In the three cases ('II, 311, or 'A) the orders of magnitude of the solutions for a6 are the same. The 'II state is eliminated because it is found below the ground X3A state; the 'II state is also eliminated because it is found too close to the X3A state (AE r 800 cm-'); such a situation is not consistent with our perturbation procedure and should imply strong localized perturbations in the upper vibrational levels of the X3A state, which have not been observed. One must note that similar 'II and 311 states are observed in ZrO at around 15 500 and 13 000 cm-' (6, 27) and in TiO at 14 800 and 12 000 cm-' (27) . The only satisfactory solution is a perturbation by a 'A(5su4dS) state found around 4000 cm-' above the X3Az substate6; the corresponding value of a6 is 365.98 cm-'. Similar calculations can be made with ZrO (resp. TiO) (27) where a 'A state is actually observed; one finds by this method a6 = 3 12.75 cm-' and AE = 3938 cm-' instead of the observed 3260 cm-' (resp. ad = 98.75 cm-' and 4 150 cm-' instead of 3340 cm-'); this offers a check of our procedure. Note that with the hypothesis of a unique perturbing state, one need not be surprised by the fact that the calculated energy distances are higher than the observed ones, since the molecular states are never pure determinantals and the real interaction matrix elements always have a lower modulus than in the theoretically pure case.
The Excited A3@(?r4d6) State
The representation of A39(?r4dQ where the * electron has probably a metallic 5p and 4d parentage, is %'4 = as The last member of this subset is the orthogonal 'ip3 state: ( 
11)
The 311 and 'II states also arise from this configuration but we do not use them here. The possible perturbing states are 'r4(4dS2), '03(?r4dS), 'V3A(5p?r4dr), and lJA(a4d?r) (these last ones with one 5pa or one 4du electron). In all cases the values of uT is between 700 and 762 cm-', that is, very close to uJ2; this has as a peculiar consequence that the unique interaction of A3Q, with the 'a3(a4dS) state is negligible because the corresponding interaction matrix element is proportional to a6 -aJ2. Thus the '+3(?r4dS) state is eliminated: this is probably the most important reason for the low value of the central shift 6* in the A3@ state. We note that a similar situation arises in ZrO and TiO.
AS in the X3A case, with only one perturbing state, we find a 'rq perturbing state lying around 54 000 cm-' (a, = 732.42 cm-') or a 3A((a4dS) state far below the A~+ state, which is unsatisfactory (such a state is observed in ZrO around 23 550 cm-' and in TiO around 19 500 cm-' (27) ). The better solutions are given by a 3A(5pr4d7r) state lying around 19 000 cm-' (a, = 761.98 cm-') and a 'A(5prr4dr) or a 'A(a4dS) state lying between 19 000 and 29 000 cm-' (a, = 702.86 cm-').' Singlet A states are observed in ZrO around 24 520 cm-' and in TiO around 22 570 cm-' (27) . As noted above, the real energy differences, and thus the positions given here, are probably lower than the calculated ones.
In the case of TiO, the central shift parameter & (+2.35 cm-') is very small and the interpretation is not simple: it is probably produced by the effects of several weakly perturbing states. In the case of ZrO, Jo is negative and its magnitude is about twice that of NbN. Among all the possibilities, one can note the prediction of a 3A(u4dS) perturbing state at an energy distance of 4800 cm-' above the 3+(?r4dS) state (i.e., around 22 560 cm-'); we noted above that such a 3A state lies around 23 550 cm-', 5800 cm-' above the 34' state (27) . This is probably not the only possibility because, as one can see, the calculated energy difference is less than the observed one in this case; but this is one possible origin for the reversed central shift C& of ZrO.
Line Broadening in the A3&-X3A1 (0,O) Subband
One possible interpretation of this effect is a A doubling in the X3A1 substate. This (fourth-order) phenomenon arises when the 'A1 spin component is perturbed by a 'T~II state and a 1,3& substate sufficiently close to the 'A state. It is well known that a '~+(~scJ~) state lies at low energy near X3A (12) and the presence of a perturbing singlet or triplet II state can be assumed. Without any other experimental information, this explanation is at least a possible one.
One must note that a closer examination of this problem shows that this hypothesis can hardly be reconciled with the assumed electron configuration ofX3A(5sa4d@; this configuration leads to a i~311(5sa4dr) intermediate perturbing state and, above all, to 'x32+(5sa4da) perturbing states instead of the 'Zf(5sa2) one. No observation of such states at reasonable low energies has been made in YF, ZrO, or TiO. Such a consideration invites caution as to this origin of the broadening.
The explanation of a hyperline spin-uncoupling effect (20) may, alternatively, be proposed. Figure 3 , indeed, shows that the widened rotational lines may have a multiplet structure instead of the expected doublet structure in the case of a A doubling. RECEIVED: March 5, 1987 ' In the case of a perturbation by a 'AZ state, only the 'AZ substate is shifted toward ?he lower energies: this explains the low value of a,.
